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ABSTRACT

MYTHS AND REALITIES:
THE HOMOSEXUAL COMMUNITY OF DEKALB/NIU

Confidential interviews were conducted with members of the
Dekalb /NIU homosexual community. The general experiences and opinions
of the people interviewed were combined with information regarding
American society’s present social, ethical, and legal attitude toward
homosexuality.
The forty page paper deals primarily with concerns mentioned by the
respondents. The main topics covered include: 1) Gender-role socialization;
2) The concept and process of "coming out"; 3) Reactions of parents and
friends to an individual's sexual orientation; 4) Stereotypes in the
homosexual and heterosexual communities; 5) The Kinsey Scale theory of
sexual orientation; 6) Perceived homosexual and heterosexual "behavior";
7) Homosexual role models in the media and in everyday life; 8) “Roles" in
homosexual and heterosexual relationships; 9) Concerns in the formation
of a legally sound homosexual family unit; and 10) Homophobia and gay
activism.
Major findings included: 1) Homosexual people remember having felt
from a very early age that there was something "different" in their
outlooks; 2) The process of “coming out” is a difficult but important one;
3) Behavioral stereotypes exist and are followed to varying degrees in
both the heterosexual and homosexual communities; 4) Positive role
models in the media and in everyday life are very important to a person

struggling with his or her sexual orientation; 5) All of the subjects
interviewed expressed a desire fo ra permanent relationship, and many
also expressed a desire to raise children; 6) The American legal system is
becoming more lenient toward homosexual family units; and 7) Homophobia
still exists in American society to some degree, although successful
educational measures have been taken and continue to be taken to remedy
this situation.
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preface
Because many people (both straight and gay) have asked me this
question in the course of this study, and because no doubt people are
simply curious, I will get it out of the way: I am straight. The gay
community has always held an interest for me, for reasons which I hope
will become clear to the reader after he or she comes to know the
personalities of the respondents in this paper.
The idea for conducting this study started in 1990, when a close friend
came out to me. This friend introduced me to people in the 6LU, and
subsequently I began participating in GLU social events. During the spring
semester of 1991,1 started interviewing some members of the GLU, as
well as people who were not members but who had heard of my study
through word-of-mouth or the GLU newsletter. Altogether, I have been
involved with the NIU/DeKalb homosexual community for eight months.
The respondents consisted of eleven women and six men, ranging in age
from early twenties to over sixty. They included family of gays and
lesbians as well as homosexuals themselves. 1 would like to point out that
1 made no attempt to conduct this study "scientifically", i.e., with a
representative number of men and women, members of ethnic groups, and
so on. In a study with such a sensitive topic, I had to rely on those people
who came forward. Each respondent presented me with a unique set of
experiences that nevertheless showed a common pattern, and I hope that I

can safely say that most gay people can relate to the experiences included
in this paper
In the composition of this paper, I concentrated on the experiences and
the thoughts of my respondents. Where appropriate, I included relevent
material from published sources. I kept the latter type of information to a
minimum. There is an enormous amount of printed material on the subject
of homosexuality, ranging from cultural histories {AnotherM other Tongue,
by Judy Grahn), to periodicals ( The Advocate), to legal guides (/I Legal
Guide fo r Lesbian and Gay Couples, by Hayden Curry and Denis Clifford). I
did not want this paper to turn into literary criticism; what makes this
study unique and relevent is its concentration on the experiences of
homosexual students and residents of the NIU/DeKalb area.
There were several omissions I needed to make in the area of
respondent information, as well. As I mentioned before, each respondent
presented me with a set of unique experiences. Some of these experiences
had to be omitted in the interest of protecting the respondents’ identities.
Also, I have realized that if innumerable volumes can be written on the
topic of homosexuality, then an equal number can be written on the topic
of lesbianism's relationship with the women’s movement. Opinions among
my respondents ranged from thinking that the two were not at all related,
to thinking that they were integrally related. 1 know it would be very easy
for me to start into this topic and never come out of it; and for that reason
it has been altogether omitted from this paper. This was a difficult

decision to make, especially since the popular media tends to concentrate
on gay men.
Something happened to me and my own opinions during this study. In the
course of my involvement with the gay community, I began to understand a little bit, granted - what it must be like to be considered an "outsider"
in the sense of sexual preference. At no time did my friends in the
community make me feel unwelcome. However, when I was in the initial
stages of my study, I felt uncomfortable in being "unidentified" as
straight. This feeling was unwarranted in that the community is open to
heterosexuals, and in the fact that it is not uncommon for straight women
to attend gay functions and to form close platonic relationships with gay
men.
However, before people generally knew me and the fact that I was
straight, I felt that I was in a sense lying to them. I felt that I had to
introduce myself to everyone with the line, “Hi, I’m Gretchen and I'm
straight...". This feeling was so awkward that I actually avoided telling
people for a while. I wanted to "come out" as straight, but I didn't know
how to do it "casually", and I didn't know how people would react.
After a few of the misunderstandings that are bound to occur in such a
situation as mine, I realized that people in the community did not mind my
presence at all, and that my presence in general was really nothing out of
the ordinary. I wish I could say the same thing about the presence of

homosexuals in society. This paper is meant to be a contribution to a
society that is more accepting of homosexuals - open and practicing
homosexuals. I do not rely on theory, but on the personal experiences and
thoughts of seventeen local people.

Knowledge is on ultim ate enemy o f prejudice The re strictio n o f
knowledge, therefore - whether conscious/g so intended o r not - is on
agent o f prejudice.
William Paul
(Nungesser 1983:107)

dictionary of terms
D efinitions m arked w ith a * were taken from the i9 9 0 A iuson Almanac.

* h isekvei- Attracted to people of both sexes. The word was originally a
medical and scientific term, indicating organisms that include the
anatomy or functions of both sexes. In his groundbreaking 1948 study of
male sexuality, Alfred Kinsey bemoaned the fact that this usage was
giving way to the new meaning, but he was helpless to stop the trend.

breeder- A term used by homosexual people to refer to heterosexual
people; generally not complimentary and sometimes used pejoratively.

* hatch- Strong or tough, displaying traits considered masculine. The
word is used to describe both physical build and personality, and is used
with reference to both sexes.

*cam b~ An ironic, often gay-identified, approach to life, dress, and
speech, which seems to defy exact definition. Camp humor is not
invariably marked by any one trait, but often includes elements of
self-deprecation, exaggeration to the point of absurdity, and parodying of
sex roles.

*cfoset (closeted)- The place where gay men or lesbians hide, figuratively
speaking, if they do not want their homosexuality to be known. "In the

closet” means "not open about being gay”. A closet cose or a c/oset queen
is someone who is in the closet.

^com ing out o f the clo se t- To acknowledge one's homosexuality, either to
oneself or to others.

*d rag- Dressed in a way usually identified with the opposite sex. Drag
differs from transvestism in that drag usually refers to a specific act of
cross-dressing, while transvestism refers to a general enjoyment of the
act.

*d ie se i dgke- A lesbian who dresses or behaves in a masculine style.

*dgke- A lesbian. The term probably derives from the nineteenth-century
slang word dike, which referred to male clothing, and when it was first
used to refer to women, it carried a derogatory connotation of masculine
appearance or behavior. The masculine connotation is often still present,
but many lesbians have adopted dgke as their term of preference.

* fem m e- A lesbian or gay man who acts and dresses effeminately.

flam e- A gay man who fits the effeminate stereotype of gay men, and is
generally open and vocal about his homosexuality.

*g a y- Homosexual. In the seventeenth century, ga y expanded from its
earlier meaning of cheerful and came also to refer to men with a
reputation for being playboys... By the early 1800's, the term had further
expanded to include prostitutes and women with a reputation for sexual
promiscuity, and then male prostitutes. It seems to have been adopted by
gay people as a slang term referring to themselves early in the twentieth
century... But for many years it remained essentially an inside term: Even
in the early 1960's, gag still meant cheerfuf to most heterosexuals. Only
since 1970 has it gradually gained acceptance as a standard, non-slang
synonym for homosexual. In 1987, one of the last barriers to widespread
usage of the term was broken when the New York Tim es began using it as
an adjective in their reporting.

h otorasexual- Primarily attracted to people of the opposite sex. First
used around 1868, and first appeared in print around 1880.

hom osexual- Attracted physically to people of the same sex. The term
was coined in 1869 by Karl Maria Kertbeny, who used it in a pamphlet
(which he published anonymously) arguing for the repeal of Prussia's
anti-homosexual laws. It first appeared in U.S. medical journals in the
1890's, and began appearing in general usage in the 1920's.

*fesbian- A gay woman. The ancient Greek poet Sappho lived on the island
of Lesbos. As Sappho became known for her poems celebrating love
between women, the term lesbian changed its primary meaning from "one
who lives on Lesbos" to "a woman like Sappho and her followers".

out- Out of the closet, open about one’s homosexuality, to oneself and to
others.

*euting- The controversial practice of bringing someone out of the closet
against their will. For years, nearly all gay people accepted the idea that
coming out was strictly a personal decision, and that no one had the right
to publicly identify another as gay. That began to change early in 1988, as
AIDS activists urged that in matters of life and death, politicians had no
right to hypocrisy. In June of 1989, U.S. Representative Barney Frank
threatened to expose gay Republican officeholders if GOP officials
continued to gay-bait House Speaker Tom Foley. Only in that year did the
practice become common enough to need a name.*

*queen- An effeminate gay man....this usage of the word queen is only a
distant relative to the queen who sits on a throne. It is linguistically
closer to quean - a disparaging word for an unpleasant or promiscuous
woman, dating to the sixteenth century. Because of its pejorative tone and
indication of effeminacy, it was later applied to gay men.

*queer- Homosexual, usually with reference to men. Originally meaning
"odd" or "counterfeit", the term seems to have acquired its new meaning
early in the twentieth century.

stra igh t- A term used by homosexual people to refer to heterosexual
people. Can be pejorative, but not as much so as breeder.

sw ish - A term used to describe the actions and personality of a
stereotypically effeminate gay man.

dedication
This paper is dedicated to the homosexual community of DeKalb/NIU.

struggling with his or her sexual orientation; 5) All of the subjects
interviewed expressed a desire for a permanent relationship, and many
also expressed a desire to raise children; 6) The American legal system is
becoming more lenient toward homosexual family units; and 7) Homophobia
still exists in American society to some degree, although successful
educational measures have been taken and continue to be taken to remedy
this situation.

something's different h ere...
The struggle fo r self-d efinition is a struggle in the end fo r control o m
our bodies To establish th is control we m ust escape from those ideologies
and categorizations w hich im prison u s w ithin the existing so cia l order
Jeffrey Weeks
(Nungesser 1983:3)

1 w asn't going through what 1 w as supposed to go through - som ething
w as "w rong" w ith m e

in grade school 1 had an obsession w ith a g irl; 1 didn't know what it
w as tasked m g sister, she sa id it w as puberty.

I asked my respondents, “When did you first realize there was
something ’different' about the way you looked at things, whether or not
you labelled it as homosexuality?". This is an admittedly broad question,
as are all questions that deal with a fundamental way of being. Many
people said they didn't really know; it was too long ago. Many people also
said that when they came out, they looked back on things they had done in
the past and these things seemed to make sense in the light of their recent

admission.

/ figured that m ust'v e meant that /'ve been gay since / w as horn... /ju si
didn't have any sex feelings before ju n io r high

In general, I found that almost all the respondents realised they were
“different” at a very early age - grade school or before - but they didn’t
"come out" until late high school, college, or even later. At this late stage,
many of them were already involved in a heterosexual relationship,
sometimes a serious one. In this case, the coming out process was very
painful to all involved, and tended to label him or her who was "out” as
fickle and indecisive.
Indecisive indeed. How many heterosexual messages come across to the
average American in the average day? Practically every popular song
involves a heterosexual relationship (or at least the pronouns are correct),
and advertisements are exclusively heterosexual in nature. When one
considers the importance of music and advertisements in contemporary
American life, the heterosexual saturation becomes apparent. These media
messages come on the heels of intense gender-role socialization that
begins at birth. I suspect most people would be "indecisive" when
confronted with feelings that contradict these strong social messages.

EARLY GENDER-ROLE SOCIALIZATION

When hoys aren i supposed to tike g irls, / did When hoys ore supposed
to lik e girls, i didn't.

While the child is learning gender roles, he or she is also learning that
any deviance from these roles is wrong. Our society has official names
for children who violate gender behavioral norms: "tomboy” and "sissy". The
different connotations of these words, the fact that the former is almost
a compliment and the latter is downright pejorative, is a reflection of the
different values our society places on masculinity and femininity.
Masculinity is generally seen as more important; if a girl is leaning in that
direction, at least she is erring in the "right" direction. Little boys who
"err", however, are subject to intense stigmatization and usually physical
harrassment (Karr 1981:3)

/ remember the innuendos, the taunting... that hurts, because got/know,
and you know on a certain ievei that they know. That m akes it m ore
frightening.

(I should stress here that not all of those whom I interviewed
expressed affiliation with the roles of the opposite gender as children.)
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^

Gender-role crossover is tolerated to an extent (mostly for girls) in the
early grades. However, as young people progress to junior high and are

“

expected to begin their interest in the opposite sex, the pressure to
conform becomes much stonger.

tad

^

/ don't know if it s t ill e x ists in ju n io r high k id s - probably it does - but
there w as th is huge paranoia about being gag.

Looking back at junior high, I remember how the physically smaller
teal

boys were pushed around. I also remember that most of the girls who were
"into" sports seemed to over-compensate in the direction of femininity by
frequently wearing dresses and decorating their lockers with frilly things,
cute animal stickers, and pictures of boys. The school administration
encouraged thi s: please remember to w ear a d ress fo r the group voi/egba/i

“

picture/ - and so on.

tad
1 rem em ber the Sears catalog - when a il the g u ys were looking at the
bra section, i w asn't looking at the bra section / don't think i knew what
it w as then - / realized i should be looking at the bra section

iaa

Schools are arguably at least as important a method of socialization as
one of education. While we are learning what roles we must fill in later

u*

tie)

life, we must also learn those we are not to fill, and the consequences we

5

will suffer if we try to do so. "Several studies have found that the need to
preserve the double standard between men and women is a more pervasive
characteristic of negative attitudes toward homosexuality than is sexual
conservatism" (Karr 1981:3). In other words, studies have shown that
there is more societal stigma against assuming the perceived roles of the
opposite sex than there is against the actual sexual acts performed by
homosexuals.

SPOILED IDENTITY AND THE PATHOGENIC SECRET

What is the effect on the individual whose chosen gender role does not
fit what is expected of him or her? A need for secrecy prevails, as one
tries to keep one's feelings from others, and ultimately tries to deny them
to oneself. Viennese physician Moritz Benedikt introduced the concept of
the "pathogenic secret" and its effect on the individual who keeps it:
“A pathogenic secret is personal information intentionally withheld
that induces a state of physical and psychological dysfunction. The
pathogenic secret is characterized by the withholding of relevent data
when the demands of the social situation militate in favor of expression"
(Ehrlich 1981:132).
This is not to say, on my part, that all closeted homosexuals have
b
s
>

significant mental problems - that is a ridiculous assumption. Benedikt's
concept simply illustrates that living with a secret of this nature cm

affect a person’s emotional development and well-being. Benedikt provides
an answer to those who would ask, "why can't you be gay and just not tell
anybody about it?".
Perhaps an explanation of the opposite situation would illustrate my
point more effectively:

A com m unicating individual is 8 healthy personality, because ongoing
effort to influence one's environm ent is a consummate act o f optimism. An
individual who is no longer w illin g to take the risk o f change and
acceptance h as been sidetracked from the p o ssib ility o f grow th inherent it.
interpersonal contact (Ehrl i ch 1981:133).

Many people, homosexuals themselves included, have commented on the
tendency of gay people to put themselves down. (This tendency is
sometimes referred to as "camp humor".) They have learned their
lesson well from our society. By the time gay people realize that
som ething's different here..., even at the early ages mentioned above, they
have already internalized society’s negative attitude toward homosexuals.

1 created a whole new category -1am bisexual ”-1 fe ll in love w ith
whomever 1 fe ll in love with, gender not important.

"Spoiled identity" is a term used by Erving Goffman to describe the

phenomenon of a homosexual coming to realize that he or she is a
particular type of person that society loathes:

L esbians and gay men are among those whose \'m oral careers’’are such
that they have usually assim ilated so cie ty 's view o f their stigm a before
they identify them selves a s so stigmatized... Unlike the congenitally
deform ed o r others stigm atized from early ye ars - those who have grow n
up having to define them selves outside o f so cie ty 's norm s - the ga y man or
lesbian is faced w ith the problem o f reidentifying se lf w ith what one h as
learned is pitiful, sick, laughable, a loser. (Jandt and Darsey 1981:13)

Faced with these odds, I think the “indecisive" gay person mentioned
above is understandable. More telling about homosexuality, the fact that it
is a real phenomenon that plays a real role in people’s lives, is the fact
that people do come out. The decision to come out at all is a major step in
one’s personal development, but the decision does not stop there. One must
decide where to be out, and to whom one can come out. The latter decision
involves considering the ever-present possibility that one could be “outed”
involuntarily.

coming out
1 am beginning to suspect that i can't even know mg

own soul except a s i

d isclo se it
Sidney Jourard
(Ehrlich 1981:133)

Understand th is - that the w orst part o f being a hom osexual is having
to keep it secret. Not the occasional m urders bg p olice o r teenage
queer-beaters, not the lo ss o f jo b s o r expulsion from sch ools or
dishonorable discharges - but the dailg know ledge that what gou are is so
aw ful that it cannot be revealed.
Martha Shelley
(Jandt and Darsey 1981:14)

... it w as even hard fo r m e to think about it because o f a ll those gears
o f pushing it down and ignoring it... you can't ju st turn around and sag
“okay, I'm going to think about it now". 1 re ally had to w ork to be able to do
that.

Com ing out should be to betteryou r relationship w ith someone; not fo r
se lfish reasons, lik e shocking you r parents, givin g them inform ation so

they see that you r //festy/e's okay... if you can't say. "my relationship with
th is person w ill grow a s a re su lt", then don't do it.

Our present society does not allow anyone to comfortably live with the
fact of his or her homosexuality from the point of recognition. Therefore,
coming out is an integral part of every homosexual experience. Once
initially out, the experience is far from over. Many people continually go
“in and out of the closet" in response to unfamiliar environments, negative
feedback from loved ones, or negative societal experiences in general.

i came out to them [m y parents} in m y second seriou s relationship. They
asked, "is th is guy you 're going out w ith g a y ?" and i said. Yes. and f am
too." They were iike, "Oh m y Oodi" - they thought i w as doing it out o f
spite, to hurt them. So i went right hack "in " to them, and have been ever
since.

SO WHY COME OUT?
Aside from the rather cryptic concept of the “pathogenic secret", there
are plenty of justifiable reasons, according to my respondents, for coming
out to oneself and to others.

f think it 's im portant that f'm not into "outing" - you are where you 're
at - however, the unm asking is im portant fo r a heaithg iife. if one can iive
a heaithg iife and he cioseted. fine. Out m ost o f i/s aren't ahie to do that.

if every gay person had a horn on their forehead tomorrow, you d see a
lot o f gay people; and then you d see sexuality prejudices, and there
w ouldn't he a point in them any longer. People would suddenly have gay
neighbors, doctors, law yers, m echanics... there would he le ss anxiety.
When you 're hidden, you 're som ething people are nervous about.

...liy attitude h as changed a lot. I'm very secure in m yself and otherpeople
seem to notice that, if I say something, I believe what I say. ! believe in
m yse lf I have to.

The experience of coming out is different for every individual. Some
people go about it methodically: planning in advance, for example, to tell
family members at dinner or through a letter Coming out is a very positive
experience for some people, who discover to their relief that their family
and/or their friends value them much more highly then any stigma society
might assign to their sexual preference. In these cases, coming out is an
intense relief; giving a person the knowledge that being true to oneself is
possible.

/gu e ss m y first reaction w as I'm gla d it 's out in the open and we can
talk about it.
-father of gay children
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While there is no general “rule" or “pattern” to the coming out process,
tei

there are some generally sim ilar experiences. The sim ilarities among
those whom I interviewed are listed below.

COUNSELING

/ think m ost ge y people need som e kind o f therapy. We have live d such
repressed lives, m uch o f it se lM n fiicte d W e've been so seif-abusive,
hot tied up; it takes a fang tim e to deaf w ith

A significant number of those whom I interviewed said they went
through some type of counseling. The amount of therapy that was sought
was, understandably, directly related to several factors such as: 1) The
age of the respondent before coming out; 2) Whether the respondent, at the
time of coming out, was involved in a serious heterosexual relationship;
and 3) Whether the respondent, as a method of dealing with his or her
homosexuality, had turned to substance abuse.
Results of a 1989 study reveal that 33 percent of the gay and lesbian
population is chemically dependent, compared to 10 to 12 percent of the
general population (McDonald and Steinhorn 1990:116). When asked where
lesbians meet each other, one respondent mentioned A.A. meetings. Another
dismal and frequently-quoted statistic regarding the gay community is the
disproportionate degree to which being gay influences teen suicide.

te
a
r

However, these problems are recognized by the gay community and
measures to combat them abound. Local and national gay-oriented
magazines and newspapers, including The Advocate, Gey Chicago
Magazine, and Windy C ity Tim es, have advice sections and large
advertisements devoted to overcoming substance abuse and locating
gay-sympathetic counselors. The A iysonA im anac devotes a section to the
importance of finding gay-sympathetic counselors, doctors, and lawyers.
Among those respondents who had been through counseling, those who
had found a gay-sympathetic counselor were generally positive about the
experience. For some, a gay-sympathetic counselor was the first person to
whom they came out. Others said that they had found good friends through
their discussion groups or through A.A. meetings. Some respondents who
had been to a "general" counselor, or those who went to a counselor
seeking general help (not being yet ready to come out), reported being told
that they were "probably just going through a phase”, or even being put on
medication. Admittedly, as a student, getting a gay-sympathetic counselor
can sometimes be the luck of the draw. However, at NIL), the 6LU is always
available for discreet references.

6AV BARS
One of the factors contributing to the substance abuse problem among
homosexuals is the fact that gay bars tend to be a major social focus for
the community, at least among gay men. Many respondents said that after
they came out to themselves, the first thing they did was go to a gay bar.
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For some respondents, the bars were the only places that they were
Initially out.

COMING OUT TO A CLOSE FRIEND
Many respondents said that the first person they told was a close
friend. The responses they encountered in this situation were generally not
as dramatic as those they encountered with their parents. Frequently,
coming out to a friend involved a casual, course-of-the-conversation
process. There were some isolated circumstances where the friend would
exclaim, "You're gay? So am I !"
One respondent was on vacation and was becoming good friends with a
small group of people. Over the course of time, they all came out to each
other. They subsequently became even stronger friends and helped each
other through the difficult first steps toward a new social life and an
updated personal definition.

COMING OUT IN A LETTER
Some respondents chose to inform their parents of their homosexuality
through a letter. Usually these people were financially independent of
their parents and had decided that there just wasn't a good time to tell
their parents personally, one reason being that the usual time for family
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gatherings was around the holidays - a time that is generally understood
as not 8 good one for coming out. Also, these respondents felt that a
letter gave them a chance to express their thoughts clearly and cohesively,
without having to react to possible family outbursts.

BEING OUTED
Some people, unfortunately, are forced to publicly confront their
homosexuality when they are “outed" unexpectedly. This experience can be
very traumatic, not only because of potential societal repercussions, but
also because of the immediacy with which one is then forced to make the
decision: Can I reveal the truth now? One respondent was outed to her
family at dinner one evening, when an angry sibling blurted it out to her
parents. A heated argument ensued, and the respondent left home that
night. She was still in high school.
Obviously, this situation is not the preferable one, but it does occur.
This example and that of the ‘letter home” lead into a major question in a
gay person’s life: How do I tel! m y p a re n ts?

parents
i don't know if i'm that com fortable w ith m y sexuality ye t - probably
because i'm not out to m y parents; i'm s t iii iivin g at borne, so i have to be
cio se ie d in a iot o f m y iife - / don't have to be, but it 's the easier way
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A lw a ys... a?w ays... "So h o w 's yo u r love lif e ?”Alw ays, every tim e iy o
home; it 's been that way ever sin ce I w as in high school i re ally didn't
date that much; m y excuse before was, "Well, you Anew, I'm in school. I'm
too busy, / need to yet ready fo r m y career... “and now /Ju st kinda fa ll back
on that "Mom, you know me, l ‘m not stable now. I'm lookiny fo r a career,
blah blah blah..." /ju st push her aw ay from the subject.

I'm clu e le ss... I'm clueless. / don't know how I'm going to do it. I mean,
how do you do it ? I don't want to say I'm going to find the perfect time,
because there w on't be one... but there w ill be tim es that w ill be better
than others ... ju st a tim e when l feeI lik e they are starting to suspect it,
when it w on't be so m uch o f a sh o ck... I don't know how I'm going to bring
them to that point...

I couldn't take keeping a secret o f such a b ig part o f m y life... I'm
re a lly d o se to m y mom, and we were getting further apart... there w as
lik e a block between u s o f th is unknowledge.

There's an obligation on the part o f a ga y o r lesbian person to educate
theirparents to understand, because the ch ild m ay have spent fifteen to
tw enty ye a rs getting used to the idea that he is ga y It *5 unfair o f him to
expect you, if you have no other knowledge, to be com pletely
understanding, ft m ay take several years.
-mother of gay children

letti
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Several respondents said that they thought their families were "getting
the general idea", but that they didn’t feel the time was yet right to come
out to them. Generally accepted was the method of "dropping clues" every
now and then to prepare parents for the final revelation. Many respondents
had consistently brought home same-sex "friends" for the holidays. One
respondent, who has been in a relationship for several years, owns a house
with his lover and still has not openly discussed the topic with his
parents.
Some respondents' parents brought up the topic themselves. While no
one said that their parents were immediately completely understanding,
those parents who broached the topic were generally willing to learn more
about homosexuality and their child's struggle with coming out.
Generally, the "letter home" seemed to be the smoothest way of coming
out to parents. Granted, this fact probably owed much to the financial
independence of those respondents who chose this method.

Our son cam e out to u s when he w as twenty-eighty liv in g in another
state, supporting him se/f That seem s to he a fa irig good wag fo r young
people to do if when they're not dependent on theirparents.
-mother of gay children

But what if you're still living at home, and you come out to your
parents, and they're not quite so accepting? A common problem among
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such respondents was parents who thought that their child’s
homosexuality could be changed.

I didn't want to liv e in a house where l w as going to he tormented,
where / w as going to have stones thrown at me,, and he re stricted from
seeing people, and have m g m other te ll m e every dag,, you can change... “

She kepi te/iing me, 2 ater on it w on‘t he such a h ig part o f you r life. "
So l said, "And being heterosexual isn 2 a h ig part o f your lif e ?"

Someone cam e up to you when you were thirteen and said, you have a
choice - you are now heterosexual o r hom osexual" - ? You're heterosexual
lik e you 're short; I'm hom osexual lik e I'm tall.

It seem s to he a disease o f parents; first o f a ll they believe they
somehow caused it, w hich 1 don't believe.
-father of gay children

The supporting parents I talked to recommended several books written
specifically for parents of gay children, as well as booklets written for
this purpose. One helpful booklet, distributed by the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, is entitled Twenty Q uestions About Hom osexuality.
This booklet answers many of the basic questions that parents have about
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their child’s sexual preference, as well as clearing up some of the myths
that the media and our society have built up around homosexuality. One
couple had been "educated" by their gay son, who gave them literature on
the topic of homosexuality and later "challenged” them:

B a sica lly our son challenged u s - he sa id that if anybody could do
anything to reduce homophobia; then heterosexual parents could at least dc
it better than anyone else

These parents later joined Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
(PFLAG), an organization dedicated to combatting homophobia through the
testimony and cooperation of homosexuals and their straight friends and
relatives. The organization, founded in 1981, offers support to parents,
endeavors to reunite families, and advocates civil rights for lesbian and
gay people and their families (McDonald and Steinhorn 1990:76).

if we could quit telling falsehoods about what being ga y is, i think then
it would com e into the general conversation and parents would have som e
inform ation before their children announced they're gay
-mother of gay children
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We lived through, a s parents, the Viet Nam p rote st... W e'd live d through
a ll kinds o f upheaval in the nation and in the fam ilg, before we got to the
ga g issu e So 1 think the fam ilg expected we would behave ourselves
-mother of gay children

—

people like us
STEREOTYPES: FLAMES, DIESEL DYKES, AND YOUR TYPICAL BREEDER

tsJ

Sag people blam e straight people fo r stereotgping them - but we do it
<ast

to ourselves

There's a gag wag o f thinking, o f being.; o f actin g... I'm not ju st gag in
—

*

m g ge n itals; I'm gag in m g whole being.

Whethergou 're ga g o r straight is ap art o f gou r life, but it doesn't
define gou totallg

—

According to my respondents, and to my own observations, there are
some gay people who fit the gay stereotypes to varying degrees, and some

*“*

who do not. Although not earth-shattering, this conclusion offers some
interesting material for closer study.

Of course, there are some personality types - described pejoratively as
"flames" or "diesel dykes" - who hit the stereotypes squarely on the nose.
"Flames" are generally described as effeminate gay men who are slight or
lean of build, engage in catty gossip, and are generally either vocal about
being gay or are "obviously" gay or both. "Diesel dykes" are generally
described as gay women who engage in typically "masculine" behavior:
being involved in mechanics, dressing only in pants, cropping the hair very
short, speaking in a deep, gruff voice, and so on.
In any group subject to stereotyping, there are people who conform to
the most popular stereotype. As is also true for any heavily stereotyped
group, these “prime" examples make the biggest impact on those outside
the group, and general definitions proceed from there.

/ have sort o f h o stile feelings tow ard very effem inate m en - / fee/ it
g iv e s ga g men a had name.

/ think looking /ike i'm gag would bother them {parents}m ore than m g
actually being gag.

"Gay behavior" is sometimes used by homosexuals as a means of
identification, both to oneself and to others. Some of my respondents said
that, generally, people who were just coming out tended to adhere to the

stereotypes more closely than did those who had been out for a longer
period of time.
1 don't re a lly understand that phenomenon [stereotypes]m yself. Form e.
Fm a woman; 1 want to look lik e a woman, not a man... F o ra w hile 1 think 1
w as m ore m asculine, ju st because It 's hard to te ll [1.e,. whether someone
Is a lesbian]. 1 think that Is a way to Identify yo u rse lf Initially.

Some people said that they "camped it up" occasionally, either as an act
of nondestructive defiance toward the straight community, or simply
because it was fun. From my own observations, gay people tend to act more
stereotypically gay in one another's presence than they would in the
company of straight people.

Som e frat yu ys called out "Dyke!" 1 sa id "S o ?”They sa id W e're yonna
rape you t ill youYe straigh t!" - That p isse d m e o ff beyond b e lie f That
stic k s In m y head when I'm around yu ys who rem ind m e o f that type o f
attitude.

BEHAVIOR AND DEFINITIONS
However, saying that someone acts more or less "gay" in one situation
or another is a statement that makes many assumptions. First of all,
saying that someone is "acting gay" assumes that it is an act, a false
behavior that will be changed when one wants to "be normal". Second, this

statement assumes that "acting gay" is deviant from the norm , and that
the norm is heterosexual behavior.
In the most analytical sense of the words, homosexuality is a
"deviation" from the from the "norm". Exclusive homosexuality is generally
believed to involve about ten percent of any given population
(Siegelman 1987:35). However, the connotations of “deviation" and "norm"
obscure the basic meaning of this statement. The definition of "norm" as
"correct" and “deviation" as "incorrect" is a terminology that severely
impairs an individual's potential for growth.

The struggle over definitions, w hich ore actuaiiy struggles o f pow er oi
to who should define... ore going on o ii the tim e w ithin the term s /aid
down hg those who w ield the pow er to define, end hence the pow er to
control and oppress
Jeffrey Weeks
(Nungesser 1983:107)

There are a fat o f personafitg tgpes (in the ga g com m unitg); i don't fee/
under ang pressure to act a certain wag at aft f did when f w as trying to
he straight - i can see it now, i know those rofes e xist

f atm ost feet sorry fo r straight m en. Women are atw ays hitching about
how they're pieced under a tot o f rotes; f think straight m en have a tot o f

ro le s they're placed under, too - //he not he/ng exuberant about stuff,
being real/g controlled and stud/ike; it 's not considered real "guy" to be
in tellige n t... it 's okay to be aggressive, but only in a "football" type iray...

A DISCUSSIO N OF DEVIANCE
The Kinsey Scale places human beings along a continuum of sexual
preference running from 0 (exclusively heterosexual) to 6 (exclusively
homosexual). The need for the construction of such a scale arose from
Kinsey's observation that people do not spontaneously fall into 90%
“zeroes" and \0% “sixes" (Siegelman 1987:36).

A lot o f people deny the existence o f bisexuality That 's veru
frustrating - id rather they had negative stereotypes

Some male respondents told me that, when they were in early
adolescence, they engaged in sex play with other boys, boys who were
“straight”. In our society, women have traditionally been allowed more
freedom to form close relationships with each other, and therefore the
incidence of what could be called lesbianism goes more unnoticed. Of
course close, loving relationships do not need to involve sex, and plenty of
sexual relationships involve no love whatsoever. These facts are
applicable to heterosexual, homosexual, and bisexual experiences.
My point in this discussion is to introduce an idea about human

sexuality that has existed since the 1940‘s (Siegelman 1987:36), when
Kinsey’s study was conducted:

... The non-repressed person recognizes h is bisexual potential; he is not
som e ideal person m idw ay along the K inseg scale People would s t ill fa ll
in love and form relationships, and these relationships would he
hom osexual a s w ell a s heterosexual What would he different (in the
difference between the tw o) would vanish, and once th is h as happened, we
would lo se the feeling o f being lim ited, o f having to choose between an
exclusivelg straight o r exclusivelg gag w orld
D. Altman
(Nungesser 1983:84)

Our society's general assumption is that, as far as sex partners are
concerned, one or the other is infinitely preferable to both - a concept
that is seen as more than indecisive; it is seen as simply perverted. This
attitude, according to my observations, generally applies to both the
homosexual and the heterosexual communities.

Som e people think gou need both, but 1 see it a s a potential. 1 don't have
a s strong a commitment to angone a s to {m g lover), but 1 do consider
m gself to be bisexual

Sexuality re ally is a continuum ; 1 am not sm ack dab in the m iddle like a
lot o f people think b isexuals are. 1 think it 's different fo r every person

All I can offer, in the absence of any ability to carry out "objective"
research (I have often wondered how one conducts "objective" sexual
research), are my own observations after having been socially involved
with the homosexual community. The first time I saw two men or two
women kissing, it was strange. The first time I danced with another
woman (knowing she was a lesbian) it was strange. It was strange, but no
bolts of lightning appeared, and the world did not blow up.
I will have to compare the experience to the first time we, as children,
see our parents making love. We generally wonder what in the world would
possess two people to do such a thing. We do not yet understand that the
act we are seeing is (or can be) a natural physical expression of affection.
A common argument that arises at this point is that reproduction is the
basic drive behind sexual activity. I would argue that, in the human species
in particular, the desire to have sex is far removed from the desire to
reproduce. There are heterosexuals who do not want to produce and raise
children, and homosexuals who do. The discussion of sex brings us to the
discussion of another stereotype.

ALL THEY THINK ABOUT IS SEX ....

A t thatpoint in m y life {when first com ing outl that w asprohahiy
true, id had no real sexual life p rio r to that

& father o f four children i

think anyone denied sexual contact is sex-crazed, whether teenagers,
hom osexuals, etc T hat's people. I don't think ga y men o r lesb ians are any
m ore into sex

Theres a lso an assum ption that ga y men are out to 1convert" straight
men, that they're interested sexually in every man who w alks past, and
that they're very prom iscuous... it 's ju st not true. It 's a m atter o f taste;
and another thing is w e're not com peting fo r straight men, w e're
com peting fo r othergay men.

I think b a sica lly ga y men under thirty are horm ones w ith feet.

Since the word "sex" is the central syllable in the word/label
“homoSEXual", the first idea that comes to mind when that word is
mentioned is the sex act performed by the labelled individual. Admittedly,
when I first entered the homosexual community, there did seem to be an
overwhelming emphasis placed on sex. People were constantly talking
about who was dating whom (and what they did), and the GLU dances "basically just another bar scene", according to one respondent - were the
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most popular events the organization offered.
When I looked through The Advocate, Windy C ity Tim es, and Gay
Chicago M agazine, I was amazed at the profusion of personal ads and
"phone services". (By the way, these services are overwhelmingly for men
- as are the magazines mentioned. Lesbian literature tends much more
toward the political, and lesbian personal ads do not emphasize sex to a
degree anywhere near that of gay male personals.) People (again, mostly
men) seemed to dwell excessively on "the bar scene”. Relationships seemed
to start with a bar pick-up to a much greater extent than do relationships
in the straight community.

When you 'r e straight you can he so open, you can ash anyone out When
you 're gay, you have to go to b ars and th a t's not the place to he if you want
a monogamous relationship Mr. Perfect m ight he livin g down the street
from you and you m ight never meet because he doesn't go to h ers o r he
doesn't go to the sam e p artie s you do.

Again, the situation seems to be different for lesbians. Respondents
told me that some typical places for lesbians to meet are through sports,
women’s support groups, church, and mutual friends. Gay men also meet
each other in sim ilar situations, but the emphasis seems to be on bars for
the male community. Gay organizations, such as the GLU or the West
Suburban Gay Association (WSGA), provide a social alternative to bars. A

common complaint with these organizations, however, is that one sees the
same people all the time and many of them are already in couples.
Besides meeting other gay people in bars or other social settings, it is
important for homosexuals to see positive role models in the media.

ROLE MODELS: THE MEDIA

Forme,\ when f sow l onetim e Companion, and sow th is portrayal o f gay
people a s being su ccessfu l and together, that re a iig had a very strong
im pact on m e

in high school i saw Desert H earts - after that there w as no denying it
tom gse/f

i have a feeling that Oprah W infrey chaffenges m ore m oraf issu e s in a
coupfe w e e ks'o r m onths'p rogram m ing than the average church se e s
through in a ge ar

Many respondents mentioned favorite movies and Oprah episodes when
I asked them about role models. The Oprah show where bodybuilder Bob
Paris and his lover came out was a particular favorite. Two obviously
"masculine" men publicly announcing their love for each other was an event
that challenged traditional stereotypes about gay men.
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Below I have listed brief synopses of some of the most frequently
mentioned movies, and people’s reactions to them.

Longtime Companion : Released in 1990, this movie follows several gay
male couples and a straight woman friend through their experiences in the
first years of public awareness of AIDS. Although the movie deals with
such a tragic topic, it portrays the relationships and lives of these men in
a refreshingly positive light. Among the characters are a successful
writer, actor, and lawyer. Each of the characters experiences a loss of a
\3Si

friend or a lover to AIDS and to society’s apathy toward homosexuals.
Memorable scenes include:
1) A young gay man visits a friend of his, an AIDS patient, in the
hospital. After tearfully embracing his friend, the young man goes into the
bathroom and washes his hands, arms, face, and neck, using handfuls of
paper towels to avoid touching the bathroom fixtures. Although many
people see this scene as expressing unwarranted paranoia of AIDS (which
cannot be caught through contact such as an embrace), one respondent
thought it accurately portrayed the fear and confusion the homosexual
community must have felt when the disease was first reported.
2) A man’s intensive personal care of his lover is followed from the
first signs of the disease through until after the funeral. Although tragic,
this portrayal shows the deep personal strength of the dying man’s

partner, as well as the commitment and love involved in the relationship.
Longtim e Companion offers many positive scenes of gay comraderie. It
is a much-needed example of gay men who are happy and successful in
their personal and professional lives.

Desert Hearts : This film is unique in that it was directed by a lesbian
and is based on a book written by a lesbian. Desert H earts follows a
thirtyish college professor as she goes through the process of finalizing a
divorce. She stays at a ranch in a small western town to calm her nerves
while going through the harrowing experience, and there she meets an
intelligent, strong-willed young woman. The young woman is a lesbian, and
she is as "out" as she can be in the small rural community. Her honesty
about her personal life does not make her very popular with many of the
local residents.
The relationship between the two women grows into a strong emotional
and intellectual bond before the older woman finally realizes that she is in
love. She goes through the same kind of rejection experienced by her lover,
but ultimately decides that this relationship is more important to her than
being “socially correct". Eventually, the two characters who are least
sympathetic toward the couple’s relationship begin to understand, if not
accept, the two women’s love for each other.
Desert H earts does include a rather steamy love scene, but it comes at
an appropriate point in the relationship between the two main characters.
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This film is one of the only film s of this nature that I have seen that
includes a lesbian Love scene as opposed to a lesbian eex scene. Among

-

my respondents, the general reaction to this film was overwhelmingly

«

positive; it is a film that seems to “ring true".

Torch Song T rilo g y : Trilogy is also, according to my respondents, a
fairly accurate depiction of some aspects of gay male life, although it is
not necessarily as positive a portrayal as Longtim eCom gonionThe film is
based on a play, which in turn was a combination of three previous plays.
All four plays were written by Harvey Feirstein, who also wrote and
tasi1
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starred in the movie version.
Trilogy follows Arnold Beckoff, a professional drag queen, through
his experiences with his family and his lovers. The plot is somewhat too
complex for a brief discussion, but I will make an attempt. Trilogy deals
with: 1)The conflict that arises between Arnold’s homosexuality and his
Jewish faith (the conflict stems from his family’s doubts, not any doubts
on his part); 2) The tragedy that occurs when Arnold’s young lover tries to
stop a gay bashing and is killed himself; 3) The confusion surrounding this
situation: one of Arnold’s lovers marries a woman, and still keeps friendly
contact with Arnold; later the man’s marriage breaks up and he comes back
to live with Arnold; and 4) The family that forms when Arnold and this
man adopt a gay teenage boy.
Since Arnold is a drag queen, and one of his lovers is a model, many gay
men see this film as too stereotypical to be very positive. However,

Arnold’s character is very strong, and his behavior - which could be
defined as “swish" or "flaming" - seems honest and real. His "camp" humor
is sometimes typically self-degrading, but his sharp wit often reveals the
core of difficult situations with a beautiful irony.
This irony, according to my observations, is an example of one way
homosexuals deal with life in a mostly hostile straight world. Both gay
men and lesbians have a unique perspective, in that they have tried to act
and he “straight". They are thus aware of all the different behaviors that
make up "your typical breeder" and the typical breeder relationship.

...gays have a unique perspective. You know the dynam ics o f a straight
relationship because you'v e been trying to do that, you'v e analyzed it and
tried to im itate it, so you realty know what ’5 going on but at the sam e
tim e you 're rem oved from it.

Drag - which is practiced (although certainly not exclusively) by both
gay men and lesbians - can be an entertaining way of expressing the irony
of society’s demands on the way men and women should act.

Personal B e s t : Of these four, this film was perhaps the most widely
distributed. It portrays a young female athlete in her struggle toward the
Olympics. During her training, she meets and becomes romantically
involved with another female athlete.
The relationship between the two women immediately becomes sexual.
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The sex scene is voyeuristic, and not surprisingly so, given the director’s
attitude: "I like looking at [the athletes'] thighs. I adore them. I want to
i=i

fuck the daylights out of them” {A lyso n Alm anac 1990:85). The nonsexual
aspect of the women’s ’’relationship” involves high-pitched emotion,
bickering, and a lot of running in slow motion.
Eventually the young athlete becomes involved with a man; during their
relationship she matures noticeably and goes on to succeed in competition,
placing above her former female lover. As the two women are standing on
the winners’ platform, the main character points out her boyfriend to her
former lover. The other woman says, ”H e 's cute”. This scene trivializes the
women's relationship to the point of absurdity - although the relationship
itself is also portrayed rather absurdly. ’’According to this movie,
lesbianism is something they catch in the locker room, like athlete’s
tooV (A lyson Alm anc 1990:85). Personal Best enjoys the honor of having
been named one of the A lysonA lm anac's “Five W orst Lesbian Movies"
{A lyso n Alm anac 1990:85).

In the absence of a great number of homosexual role models on which to
base a lasting relationship, many gay people turn to heterosexual
relationships for role models. Many gay people, as well, do not heavily
tst/

base their relationships and the ”roles“ that are taken in these
relationships on their heterosexual counterparts.

tsi
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“ROLE” MODELS

So often it 's assum ed that one o f u s h as to p lay husband and one p lay
w ife That stereotype h as to be stopped w ithin and without the ya y
com m unity; it leads to som e very unhealthy relationships.

1 w as in two relationships where m y partner thought she had to take
the m ale role. It drove m e nuts. If 1 were attracted to m asculinity, id be
w ith men.

Whenyou 'r e brought up to be heterosexual you 're not taught how to
nurture and liv e in a long-lasting relationship w ith another man. 1 've had a
lot o f one night/w eek stands; neitherperson g iv e s enough, you get tired o f
each other.

Women have to learn how to have relationships w ith other women where both partners are w illin g to give...

It is often difficult for a straight person to imagine a homosexual
household. As one respondent pointed out, there are still many assumptions
made in the typical straight relationship; the gender-roles learned so well
in earlier life continue into life as a couple. Many times the “butch/femme"
phenomenon will occur in the gay community, where each partner almost
tae l
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completely assumes the role of the "man" or ’’woman’*.
Among those respondents who were involved in a relationship where

“

the two people lived together as a couple, most said that roles were

~

”pl8yed out” to a certain degree. However, they were generally consciously

**

chosen roles, and were not necessarily concrete. For example, one couple

i*/

divided household chores into those things that each partner liked to do;

_

and those things no one wanted to do were divided equally. One respondent

«

joked, “He never comes into my kitchen!... But then, I’m not allowed to load

~

the dishwasher, because l do it wrong ..."

—

Among those respondents who were not involved in a living-together
relationship, most said that when they dated, typical heterosexual ’’role"

13/

_

behavior did not occur. According to my own observations: homosexual

.=*

relationships tend to focus on each individual’s personality and the
character of the interaction between the two people, instead of following

^

a prescribed method of interaction based on gender. I did not observe any
extreme "butch/femme” relationships.

t=a
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ROLE MODELS: REAL LIFE COUPLES

People concentrete so m uch on the sex port o f ft. You don't fast thirty
ge a rs on sex. You get to the point where you think, "we can m ake m ore
together than we can separately
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The concept of "making it legal" does not exist for the American
—

homosexual couple. However, without exception, those people I

—

interviewed said that their ultimate goal is a permanent relationship. Most
people also expressed a desire to raise children. In the paragraphs that

~
ted

follow, I briefly present the legal and societal restrictions and options
that a homosexual couple faces today.

^

Although homosexual marriage is not legally recognized in America, the

—

twenty-five year-old Metropolitain Community Church (gay-founded and

*=*

gay-run) performs a Holy Union ceremony for homosexual couples.

~

According to the minister of a nearby MCC congregation, there are many
prerequisites for the privilege of having such a ceremony:

__

- the couple must have lived together for at least a year,"... by then you

«

get a pretty good idea if it’s going to work."
- the couple must write their own vows, and these vows must be

b*

performed publicly
- the couple must write up a contract stating their expectations from the

_

relationship

»

- the ceremony mustbe Christ-centered

I asked whether the purpose of the Holy Union was to prove to the
straight community that homosexual couples could last. The answer was
yes, it was to prove they could last, but to the homosexual community. The
couple united in a Holy Union provides a strong example of shared faith in

each other.
Many respondents agreed that a written contract was a good idea when
going into a longterm relationship; some had written their own with their
present partners. When one considers that homosexual couples enjoy none
of the legal, insurance or tax benefits enjoyed by straight married couples,
the importance of spelling everything out before going into a committed
relationship becomes apparent.

R A ISIN G CHILDREN

Both goy end straight coupies need to g iv e positive, loving m odels to
k id s in their relationships

Among those respondents who said they would like to raise a family,
there were generally three "routes” toward having children that they had
considered. Below I list these options, along with a description of the
procedures and the possible problems.

adoption: As of 1990, only two states (Florida and New Hampshire)
absolutely prohibited lesbian and gay couples from adopting. Recently, an
openly-gay California man who was living with his lover was allowed to
adopt a child. Some states’ statutes don't explicitly require that a couple
be married in order to jointly adopt.
The traditional ban against gay adoption is changing: the Lesbian Rights
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te/
Project in San Francisco was able to secure a joint adoption for a lesbian
—

couple under a California law that states: "any person desiring to adopt a
child" may petition to do so.
Nol o Press' L egai Guide fo r i estian and Gay Couples of f ers a general
bit of information that applies to any and all potentially sticky situations
faced by the gay couple: get a law yer. Besides knowing the legal ropes, a

^

gay-sympathetic lawyer is able to disqualify a judge who might not warm
to the idea of a gay couple adopting a child. “To utter the obvious, a lesbian

—

or gay man who's adopting a child wants the judge to be as acquiescent as
possible" (Curry and Clifford 1990:7:19).

a r t fir ia l Insem ination (also recently referred to as "alternative
fertilization”): This method is advantageous for lesbian couples in that it
is convenient and private. Possible future problems with custody and
visitation can be avoided by using a sperm bank, where the donor's identity
is generally kept secret. However, a sperm bank can be risky, since the
sperm donor's anonymity can prevent one from knowing much of the
genetic history of one's own child.
Nolo's Guide stresses the importance of keeping the identity of the
donor anonymous (to the mother), regardless of the child’s potential future
wish to know his or her father. Only when the donor is unknown can
possible custody battles be effectively avoided (Curry and Clifford
1990:7:11-12).
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finding a cooperative stra ig h t or gag friend of the opposite sex:

The Guide states that although a man and a woman can write up an
agreement concerning their rights and obligations to each other and to the
child, neither the child nor the state is bound by the agreement. A
non-adopted child has the right to receive support from both biological
parents until she or he becomes a legal adult.
One way out of this parental bind is to not let the father in on the fact
that he's parenting. However, a lesbian who engages in an ongoing
relationship with a man risks highly offending her lover (not to mention
her own sensibility), losing her child's trust when she jvithholds the
identity of the father, and gaining a court battle if the father
(especially if he's straight) ever discovered that he was a parent. (Curry
and Clifford 1990:7:4-7:6).

In conclusion, adoption or alternative fertilization seem to be the best
routes for the family-oriented homosexual couple (or single) to follow. To
reiterate, there are two general guidelines to forming a successful and
legally sound homosexual family unit: get a law yer and w rite everything
down.
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conclusion
The struggle for homosexuals' recognition and rights continues.
Although certain legal battles are being won# the most important victory
for the gay community is that of general, amicable acceptance into society
as a whole.

i w as running around toi/ing people, 7 figured out who i am, and i'm
proud o f it, and no on e's going to to il m e ang different. Don't take it aw ag
from me, i fina/ig got it

isd
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ABSTRACT

MYTHS AND REALITIES:
THE HOMOSEXUAL COMMUNITY OF DEKALB/NIU

Confidential interviews were conducted with members of the
Dekalb /NIU homosexual community. The general experiences and opinions
of the people interviewed were combined with information regarding
American society’s present social, ethical, and legal attitude toward
homosexuality.
The forty page paper deals primarily with concerns mentioned by the
respondents. The main topics covered include: 1) Gender-role socialization;
2) The concept and process of "coming out"; 3) Reactions of parents and
friends to an individual’s sexual orientation; 4) Stereotypes in the
homosexual and heterosexual communities; 5) The Kinsey Scale theory of
sexual orientation; 6) Perceived homosexual and heterosexual "behavior";
7) Homosexual role models in the media and in everyday life; 8) "Roles" in
homosexual and heterosexual relationships; 9) Concerns in the formation
of a legally sound homosexual family unit; and 10) Homophobia and gay
activism.
Major findings included: 1) Homosexual people remember having felt
from a very early age that there was something "different" in their
outlooks; 2) The process of "coming out" is a difficult but important one;
3) Behavioral stereotypes exist and are followed to varying degrees in
both the heterosexual and homosexual communities; 4) Positive role
models in the media and in everyday life are very important to a person

